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Abstract
Background Failure of THA or TKA to meet a patient’s
expectations may result in patient disappointment and litigation. However, there is little evidence to suggest that
surgeons can consistently anticipate which patients will
benefit from those interventions.
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Questions/purposes To determine the ability of surgeons
to identify, in advance of surgery, patients who will benefit
from THA or TKA and those who will not, where ‘benefit’
is defined as a clinically important improvement in a validated patient-reported outcomes score.
Methods In this prospective study, eight high-volume
orthopaedic surgeons completed validated THA and TKA
expectations questionnaires (score 0–100, 100 being the
highest expectation) as part of preoperative assessment of
all their patients scheduled for a THA or TKA and enrolled
in the Hospital for Special Surgery institutional registry.
Enrolled patients completed the WOMAC preoperatively
and at 2 years. Successful outcomes were defined as
achieving the minimum clinically important difference
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(MCID) in WOMAC pain and function subscales. Sensitivity, specificity, and receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curves were used to evaluate the ability of surgeons’ expectation scores to identify patients likely to
achieve the MCID on the WOMAC scale. Analyses were
run separately for patients having THA and TKA. We
enrolled 259 patients undergoing THA and 247 undergoing
TKA, of whom 77% (n = 200) and 77% (n = 191) completed followup surveys 2 years after their procedures,
respectively.
Results Surgeons’ expectation scores effectively anticipated patients who would improve after THA, but they
were no better than chance in identifying patients who
would achieve the MCID on the WOMAC score 2 years
after TKA. For patients having THA, the areas under the
ROC curve were 0.67 (95% CI, 0.53–0.82; p = 0.02) and
0.74 (95% CI, 0.63–0.85; p \ 0.01) for WOMAC function
and pain outcomes, respectively, indicating good accuracy.
Sensitivity and specificity were maximized on WOMAC
pain and function scores (sensitivity = 0.69, specificity = 0.72, both for pain and function) at an
expectations score of 83 or greater of 100. Surgeons’
expectations were more accurate for patients who were
men, who had a BMI less than 30 kg/m2, who had more
than one comorbidity, and who were older than 65 years.
For patients having TKA, surgeons’ expectation scores
were not better than chance for identifying those who
would experience a clinically important improvement on
the WOMAC scale (area under ROC curve: Function = 0.51, [95% CI, 0.42–0.61], p = 0.78; Pain = 0.51,
[95% CI, 0.40–0.61], p = 0.92).
Conclusions Most patients having THA and TKA
achieved the MCID improvement after surgery. However,
the inability of surgeons’ expectation scores to discriminate
accurately between patients who benefit and those who do
not among patients scheduled for THA who are young,
with no comorbidities, and with elevated BMIs, and among
all patients scheduled for TKA, calls for surgeons to spend
more time with these patients to fully understand and
address their needs and expectations. Using standardized
assessment tools to compare surgeons’ expectations and
those of their patients may help focus the surgeon-patient
discussion further, and address patients’ expectations more
effectively.
Level of Evidence Level II, therapeutic study.
Introduction
Although THA and TKA have proven clinically effective
and cost-effective [4, 9], their elective nature highlights the
importance of addressing patients’ expectations, because
helping patients meet those expectations is the ultimate
goal of elective surgery. Failing to do so leaves patients
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disappointed, unsatisfied, and perhaps litigious [19, 21, 22].
Evidence from a randomized trial showed that expectations
can be modified through preoperative educational interventions [20]. It therefore is reasonable to expect that
adjusting patients’ expectations to be closer to reality will
favorably affect their postoperative course, leading to
improved outcomes and greater satisfaction. However,
benchmarks representing realistic goals for patients do not
currently exist.
Surgeons’ expectations have the potential to serve as
benchmarks for patients to use in setting realistic expectations for themselves. Surgeons attempt to realistically set
patients’ expectations based on their clinical knowledge,
expertise, and experience. However, despite such efforts to
provide genuine informed consent, some patients may still
have elective surgery with higher (or sometimes lower)
expectations than do their surgeons. In previous studies, it
was shown that patients and surgeons differ in their preoperative expectations for THA and TKA and that a
preoperative educational program helps to decrease this
difference [10, 11]. Studies are needed to empirically validate surgeons’ expectations as a potential prognostic tool
by establishing that they are associated with actual patient
outcomes after THA and TKA. We found only one study
that examined this relationship; it showed no association
between surgeons’ preoperative expectations and the Knee
Society functional rating score [14] at 1 year after surgery;
however, this no-difference finding may have been the
result of that study’s sample size (53 patients) being
insufficient to detect a difference that might have been
present [25].
In the current study, we aimed to determine the ability of
surgeons to identify, in advance of surgery, patients who
will benefit from THA or TKA and those who will not,
where ‘benefit’ is defined as a clinically important
improvement in a validated patient-reported outcomes
score.

Patients and Methods
This was a prospective study nested in the institutional
THA and TKA registries at the Hospital for Special Surgery. Of all patients undergoing THA or TKA at the
Hospital for Special Surgery, approximately 84% consented to registry participation. Of those, 81% returned a
baseline survey [17, 18]. For the purposes of this study,
patients were consecutively recruited from the practices of
eight orthopaedic surgeons between 2010 and 2012 after
obtaining written informed consent. We included patients
18 years or older scheduled to undergo unilateral THA or
TKA and excluded patients only if they had cognitive
deficits that prevented them from completing their surveys.

Surgeon Expectations and Patient-reported Outcomes After Arthroplasty

Using the surgeon versions of the validated Hospital for
Special Surgery 18-item THA expectations survey and the
Hospital for Special Surgery 19-item TKA expectations
survey, surgeons recorded their expectations for each
patient after the preoperative evaluation [20, 23]. This
questionnaire was developed to evaluate expectations of
different aspects of recovery including pain relief; walking;
the ability to perform personal, recreational, and social
activities of daily living; and psychologic well-being [20].
Validation included face and content validity, construct
validity, and test–retest reliability [20, 23]. The improvement expected on each item was rated on a four-point
Likert scale (4 = back to normal or complete improvement; 3 = not back to normal but a lot of improvement;
2 = not back to normal but a moderate amount of
improvement; 1 = not back to normal but little improvement) and each item also has a no-expectation option
(0 = I do not have this expectation or this expectation does
not apply to me). An overall score is calculated by summing the scores of all the questions and converting it to a 0
to 100 scale with 100 being the highest expectation of
returning to normal in all aspects and 0 being the most
pessimistic (meaning that there are no expectations of
improvement after surgery in any aspect) [20].
To recruit patients for the registry, patients scheduled
for surgery were approached when they came to the hospital for their required preoperative screening, which
primarily involved blood tests and medical examinations.
Patients who agreed to participate were enrolled at that
time and completed a series of baseline questionnaires
including demographics, the SF-36 [32–34], and the Hip
Injury Osteoarthritis Outcomes Score (HOOS) for patients
undergoing THA [26] and the Knee Injury Osteoarthritis
Outcomes Score (KOOS) for patients undergoing TKA
[28, 29]. The HOOS and the KOOS include all of the
WOMAC questions [3]. At the 2-year followup, patients
undergoing THA completed the HOOS survey and those
undergoing TKA completed the KOOS survey. For the
purposes of this study, the HOOS and KOOS surveys were
used solely to derive the WOMAC three subscale scores of
pain (five items; score range, 0–20; 20 = highest level of
pain), stiffness (two items; score range, 0–8; 8 = highest
level of stiffness), and function (17 items; score range, 0–
68; 68 = lowest level of function).
Preoperatively, we enrolled 259 patients undergoing
THA and 247 undergoing TKA between 2009 and 2012.
The 2-year followup rate was 77% (n = 200) and 77%
(n = 191) for THA and TKA, respectively. Patients
undergoing THA with no followup had worse baseline
WOMAC and SF-36 Mental Component Summary scores
and were more likely to be obese and have no college
education. Patients undergoing TKA lacking followup
were more likely to have worse American Society of

Anesthesiologists and WOMAC scores. Patients undergoing TKA were older, heavier, and included more females
than those undergoing THA. The mean surgeon expectation scores were 85.6 ± 14.0 for THA and 79.1 ± 13.8 for
TKA, respectively (Table 1). The distributions of expectations scores varied widely among surgeons; however, the
distributions were similar for patients undergoing THA and
those undergoing TKA when examining the scores for each
surgeon separately.
A high proportion of patients improved as shown by the
change in their WOMAC scores (Table 1). Ninety-percent
of patients undergoing THA and 79% of those undergoing
TKA achieved the minimum clinically important difference (MCID) on the pain subscale, whereas 90% of
patients undergoing THA and 65% of those undergoing
TKA achieved the MCID on the function subscale.

Analytic Plan
First, we applied univariate statistics to describe the study
cohort. Means and SDs were calculated for continuous
variables and frequencies for categorical variables. Second,
we used statistical methods commonly used for assessing
diagnostic tests (sensitivity, specificity, and receiver operating characteristic [ROC] curve) to evaluate the accuracy
of surgeons’ predictions. First, we classified patients in
terms of whether they achieved the MCID in the WOMAC
pain and function scores (1 = achieved MCID, 0 = did
not achieve MCID) and used this as the gold standard (for
purposes of testing sensitivity and specificity) when we
evaluated the ability of surgeons’ expectation scores to
discriminate between patients who would benefit from
THA or TKA and those who would not. The MCID represents the minimum change in the WOMAC subscale
score that is a clinically significant improvement associated
with these procedures. We used baseline-adjusted MCIDs,
as described by Escobar et al. [8] for TKA and Quintana
et al. [27] for THA, to account for the fact that patients
starting with higher (better) baseline WOMAC scores have
less room for improvement than those starting worse off.
Escobar et al. [8] estimated baseline-adjusted MCIDs for
TKA were 45 for the worst tertile, 28 for the medium
tertile, and 16 for the best tertile on the WOMAC pain
scale and 45, 33, and 17 for the three tertiles on the
WOMAC function scale respectively. Similarly, Quintana
et al. [27] estimated that baseline-adjusted MCIDs for THA
were 36 for the worst tertile, 23 for the medium tertile, and
15 for the best tertile on the WOMAC pain scale and 31,
22, and 9 for the three tertiles on the WOMAC function
scale respectively. Second, using whether patients achieved
a MCID as the outcome, we estimated the areas under the
ROC curves for the surgeons’ expectations scores. We used
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics and outcome scores of the THA and TKA cohorts
Parameter

THA

TKA

All patients recruited at
baseline (n = 259)

Patients with 2-year
followup (n = 200)

All patients recruited at
baseline (n = 247)

Patients with 2-year
followup (n = 191)

Baseline characteristics
Age (years), mean (SD)

62 (12)

86 (43%)

68 (10)

123 (64%)

Female gender, number (%)
BMI ([ 30 kg/m2), number
(%)

138 (53%)
80 (31%)

111 (56%)
54 (27%)

161 (65%)
106 (43%)

124 (65%)
77 (40%)

Charlson Comorbidity Index
([ 0), number (%)

63 (24%)

49 (25%)

82 (33%)

63 (33%)

Living alone, number (%)

55 (21%)

45 (23%)

58 (24%)

43 (23%)

College education or above,
number (%)

171 (66%)

141 (71%)

155 (63%)

124 (65%)

P1

20 (8%)

19 (10%)

7 (3%)

6 (3%)

P2

197 (76%)

151 (76%)

197 (80%)

159 (83%)

ASA score, number (%)

42 (16%)

30 (15%)

43 (17%)

26 (14%)

SF-36 Physical Component
Summary, mean (SD)

P3

33 (9)

33 (9)

33 (8)

34 (8)

SF-36 Mental Component
Summary, mean (SD)
Outcome variables

49 (12)

50 (12)

52 (12)

52 (12)

52 (18)

52 (17)

WOMAC Pain
Baseline, mean (SD)

50 (18)

54 (16)

2 years, mean (SD)

92 (14)

87 (14)

% achieving MCID

90%

79%

WOMAC Function
Baseline, mean (SD)

47 (19)

48 (19)

53 (17)

54 (16)

2 years, mean (SD)

90 (14)

86 (16)

% achieving MCID

90%

65%

ASA = American Society of Anesthesiologists; MCID = minimal clinically important difference.

adjusted scores that are derived from generalized estimating equations regression analysis, rather than raw scores, to
calculate the area under the ROC curve. This approach
takes into consideration potential similarities that exist
among patients of the same surgeon [12]. An area of 0.5
indicates that surgeons’ expectations are not better than
chance in predicting the MCID and an area of 1 indicates
that surgeons’ expectations perfectly predict whether
patients achieve MCIDs. Generally, an area under the ROC
curve of 0.70 to 0.80 indicates acceptable discrimination,
and areas above 0.80 indicate excellent discrimination [13].
We identified cut points for an expectations score as the
threshold for predicted treatment success that maximizes
the sensitivity and specificity. Post hoc subgroup analyses
also were conducted. Regression-based areas under the
ROC curve were calculated separately for men and women,
older versus younger than 65 years, patients with a BMI of
30 kg/m2 or greater versus those with a BMI less than
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30 kg/m2, and for patients with any comorbidities versus
those with no comorbidities.
We conducted two sensitivity analyses to test the
robustness of our results. First, we did an exploratory
orthogonal factor analysis with varimax rotation to
exclude items (item subsets) on the surgeons’ expectations rating that may not be good predictors of outcomes
because the original expectations survey was derived from
patient interviews. Exploratory factor analysis is a statistical method used to group items that covary together
into factors [1]. Once these factors were generated, we
calculated surgeons’ expectations scores, using the same
method, and estimated regression-based areas under the
ROC curves for each factor. In the second sensitivity
analysis, we reran all generalized estimating equations
models adjusting for the SF-36 Mental Component
Summary score and generated areas under the ROC curve.
Adjusting for this score controls for the patient’s

Surgeon Expectations and Patient-reported Outcomes After Arthroplasty

Fig. 1A–D The ROC curves show how accurately surgeons’ expectations scores predict achieving the minimum clinically important
difference in improvement in (A) pain relief and (B) function in
patients undergoing THA and (C) pain and (D) function in patients
undergoing TKA. The diagonal line indicates an area under the curve

of 0.5 (or no better than chance). The area under the curved line
represents the area under the ROC curve and is significantly larger
than 0.5 in patients undergoing THA but not in patients undergoing
TKA.

psychologic well-being, which is known to affect outcomes, yet may not be as apparent to surgeons as other
patient characteristics such as functional disability and
thus not fully factored in the surgeons’ expectations [5].
The SF-36 Mental Component Summary score has good
specificity and sensitivity in detecting anxiety and
depression [24], two psychologic problems known to be
underdiagnosed in clinical practice [15, 30]. Our study
was approved by the institutional review board of the
Hospital for Special Surgery. All statistical analyses were
conducted using SPSS Version 22.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk,
NY, USA) using a significance level of 0.05.

Results
Surgeons’ expectation scores effectively anticipated
patients who would improve after THA, but they were no
better than chance (that is, there was no clear trend
regarding whether they overestimated or underestimated
improvement) in identifying patients who would achieve
the MCID on the WOMAC score 2 years after TKA. For
THA, the area under the ROC curve for surgeons’ expectations scores as a predictor of outcomes was 0.74 (95% CI,
0.63–0.85; p \ 0.01) for WOMAC pain and 0.67 (95% CI,
0.53–0.82; p = 0.02) for WOMAC function, but not
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Table 2. Ability of surgeons’ expectations scores to discriminate good from bad outcomes
Surgeons’ expectations

Percent achieving MCID, area under the ROC curve for achieving MCID
WOMAC function

WOMAC pain

Entire sample (n = 200)

90%, 0.67

90%, 0.74

BMI C 30 kg/m2 (n = 54)

80%, 0.55

83%, 0.65

BMI \ 30 kg/m2 (n = 146)

86%, 0.72

87%, 0.78

Age C 65 years (n = 86)

84%, 0.78

81%, 0.62

Age \ 65 years (n = 114)

85%, 0.62

89%, 0.79

Gender (female) (n = 111)

78%, 0.62

82%, 0.70

Gender (male) (n = 89)
Charlson Comorbidity Index = 0 (n = 151)

93%, 0.94
87%, 0.65

91%, 0.85
88%, 0.82

Charlson Comorbidity Index [ 0 (n = 49)

78%, 0.74

80%, 0.51

MCID = minimum clinically important difference; ROC = receiver operating characteristic.

different from 0.5 for patients undergoing TKA (area under
the ROC curve: Function = 0.51, [95% CI 0.42–0.61],
p = 0.78; Pain = 0.51, [95% CI, 0.40–0.61], p = 0.92)
(Fig. 1). Factor analysis revealed that the 18 items in the
THA expectations survey grouped into three factors,
explaining 78% of the variance (Appendix 1. Supplemental
material is available with the online version of CORR1.).
Two items (improving ability to tie shoelaces and
improving ability to cut toenails) grouped into one factor
that had areas under the ROC curve that were not different
from 0.5 (meaning they were no better than chance). When
we excluded these items and recalculated the scores, the
areas under the ROC curve were marginally improved
(0.75 for WOMAC pain and 0.68 for WOMAC function).
Four factors were generated for the patients undergoing
TKA, and they explained 76% of the variance (Appendix 2.
Supplemental material is available with the online version
of CORR1.). No factors had ROC curve areas that were
significantly different from 0.5. These results did not
change after adjusting for the SF-36 Mental Component
Summary scores.
The higher the surgeons’ preoperative expectation
scores were, the more likely they were to be associated
with a patient achieving the MCID on the WOMAC scale,
and the surgeons’ expectations scores were more predictive
in patients who were men with a BMI less than 30 kg/m2.
The discriminating ability of surgeons’ expectations in
patients undergoing THA was maximized (sensitivity = 0.69, specificity = 0.74) at an expectations score of
82.6 or greater for WOMAC pain and maximized (sensitivity = 0.69, specificity = 0.72) at an expectations score
of 82.6 or greater for WOMAC function. Subgroup analysis was conducted for THA only, since there was no
predictive value to the expectations score for patients
undergoing TKA. The area under the ROC curve was
above 0.8, that is, indicating excellent discrimination, for
functional improvement and pain relief in patients
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undergoing THA who were men, and between 0.7 and 0.8,
indicating acceptable discrimination, in those with a BMI
less than 30 kg/m2 (Table 2). We did not evaluate race
because the number of nonwhite participants was low.

Discussion
Educating and informing patients about their likely outcomes using realistic benchmarks is important to help them
reach their best-achievable outcome. Surgeons’ expectations are thought of as realistic because of their training,
knowledge, and clinical experience; however, this
assumption has not been empirically validated. We showed
that surgeons’ expectations were reasonably good in discriminating between patients who did not do well versus
those who did well after THA, that is, they generally had
good sensitivity and specificity. Subgroup analyses
revealed that they generally were more accurate for
patients with a BMI less than 30 kg/m2 and male gender,
but also in more-challenging groups such as those with
comorbidities and older patients. However, surgeons’
expectation scores did not discriminate between good and
poor outcomes in patients undergoing TKA.
This study had some limitations. First, our study was
limited to evaluating the association between surgeons’
expectations and patient-reported outcomes. Some outcomes judged as important by surgeons, such as ROM and
stiffness, were not captured in our study and may be more
predictable by surgeons, especially in patients undergoing
TKA where these problems typically are more prevalent.
Second, although the MCID values used in this study were
robustly developed and baseline-adjusted, they may still
fall short of representing patient-centered MCID values.
We ran sensitivity analyses with the WOMAC pain and
function scores as continuous rather than dichotomous
variables and found similar results (association in the case

Surgeon Expectations and Patient-reported Outcomes After Arthroplasty

of THA and no association in the case of TKA). In addition, the MCID values used in this study represent minimal
clinically important improvement, and therefore our conclusions are based on conservative estimates of
improvement. Third, our TKA sample had a large proportion of women and patients with a BMI greater than
30 kg/m2; however, because our subgroup analysis showed
that surgeons’ expectation scores are equally not capable of
predicting improvement in all TKA groups, we do not
speculate that this may have contributed to the no-difference finding we observed in patients undergoing TKA.
Fourth, sample-size limitations and the need to collect
additional information prohibited us from conducting
subgroup analysis by race and socioeconomic status. Fifth,
the area under the ROC curve is independent of the
prevalence of the outcome (ie, achieving MCID) [35], and
therefore is not affected by the low number of patients who
did not achieve the MCID, especially in patients undergoing THA, in our study. Sixth, we did not exclude patients
with complications; however, the occurrence of complications is low (approximately 1%) [6], and is unlikely to
change the results of the our study. Finally, our study was
limited to one specialized orthopaedic center (Hospital for
Special Surgery) and our participants generally were highvolume surgeons and relatively well-educated patients. As
such, our findings may not generalize well to settings
where those qualities are not present. Prior work found the
registry data from the Hospital for Special Surgery to be
similar to the nationally representative Function and Outcomes Research for Comparative Effectiveness in Total
Joint Replacement and Quality Improvement (FORCETJR) registry (www.force-tjr.org), and also may be affected by the loss to followup and the differences between
patients with and without followup. Given that this subgroup includes more patients with obesity, our current
ROC estimates may be overestimated.
Compared with the study by Meijerink et al. [25], which
examined the association of the preoperative assessment of
difficulty of the procedure and immediate postoperative
satisfaction with a 1-year Knee Society clinical rating score
in 51 patients, our study included a much larger sample of
patients, we had 2-year followup, and we used a morerobust approach to studying expectations by anchoring
analysis to MCIDs rather than unvalidated ‘‘satisfaction’’
scores. Our results suggest that surgeons’ expectation
scores may have some utility in predicting THA outcomes;
however, this utility varied considerably among patient
subgroups. Surgeons’ scores appear better able to predict
MCID improvement in function in patients undergoing
THA who have a BMI less than 30 kg/m2, are older than
65 years, and have one or more comorbidities; they were
less predictive in patient subgroups where this surgery has
only more recently become prevalent (younger, patients

with obesity, and those with no comorbidities). These
findings highlight the importance of understanding and
addressing the needs of patients as THA indications have
expanded to include these other groups. In addition, the
important gender differences in the accuracy of predicting
outcomes must be noted. Gender differences have been
documented in physician referral to orthopaedic surgeons
and in recommendations for surgery, but we are not aware
of prior studies that have shown gender differences in
surgeons’ expectations of the outcomes. These findings
deserve further investigation.
The inability of surgeons’ expectations scores to identify
which patients would achieve a clinically important
improvement after TKA using all or subsets of the items
derived from factor analysis, and in all subgroups of
patients, underscores the greater difficulty in predicting its
outcomes compared with THA. Patients undergoing THA
are more likely than patients undergoing TKA to report
having a ‘‘forgotten joint’’ implant, an implant that so
resembles the natural joint that the patient forgets his or her
joint was replaced [2]. It also is more challenging to
accurately predict certain complications such as stiffness,
which occurs more often in patients undergoing TKA and
substantially affects patients’ progress and their likelihood
of achieving a good outcome. Based on our findings, surgeon’s expectations appear to be no better than chance in
predicting that a patient will achieve the minimal clinically
important improvement after a TKA, and therefore, it
behooves surgeons to more realistically set patients’
expectations and explain our findings to potential patients
before surgery. While avoiding surgery may be one option
.
for the patient in light of these findings, more than 2 3 of the
patients undergoing TKA in our study actually achieved
the MCID. In addition, TKA remains the most-effective
treatment and a cost-effective treatment for advanced knee
osteoarthritis, and research shows that continuing to live
with advanced osteoarthritis is not only associated with
disability, but also may increase the risk of cardiovascular
disease [16, 31]. Further research is needed to identify
other prognostic measures than surgeons’ expectations for
improvement for patients undergoing TKA.
The similar expectations that surgeons list for patients
undergoing TKA and those undergoing THA are echoed by
the results of a national survey of 358 surgeons performing
THA and TKA that evaluated their expectations for four
hypothetical patient vignettes (two THA and two TKA
vignettes) and found similar patterns [7]. These results may
indicate that surgeons still treat THA and TKA generally as
one category and, therefore, expect similar outcomes.
Informing the orthopaedic community about the similarities in surgeons’ expectations for these two different
procedures may make surgeons more conscious of the
distinctive outcomes of these procedures, encourage them
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to make their expectations after TKA more customized to
TKA, and thus have better benchmarks for this procedure
in the future.
The results of this study should encourage surgeons to
carefully evaluate their expectations and those of their
patients preoperatively. Comparing patients’ and surgeons’
expectations may provide a simple-yet-effective approach
that can help surgeons improve on the approaches they use
to counsel patients. Prior research has shown that a sevenpoint difference between a patient’s score and surgeon’s
score was a clinically valid indicator of a meaningful difference in perceiving outcomes [11, 19]. For the ‘‘typical’’
patient undergoing THA, surgeons may use their expectations scores as benchmarks to adjust the expectations of their
patients. For the other patients undergoing THA, and perhaps for patients undergoing TKA, additional discussions
based on comparing the two expectations (patient’s and
surgeon’s) should inform and improve the shared decisionmaking process regarding surgery. This study highlights the
importance of surgeons’ expectations in informing the discussions between patients and surgeons and does not address
the surgeon’s approach during these discussions, nor does it
limit the efforts of addressing patients’ expectations to only
education by the surgeon and his or her staff.
Surgeons play an important role by informing and
shaping their patients’ expectations for outcomes after
surgery. With expanding indications for surgery, this study
shows that surgeons’ expectations are reasonably predictive of improvement for patients undergoing THA who are
65 years or older, have one or more comorbidities, and
who are male, but surgeons’ expectations do not appear to
anticipate results as accurately in other THA groups, nor in
patients undergoing TKA. Therefore, although most
patients improve after surgery, surgeons should spend
adequate time with their patients to better understand their
expectations and more realistically address them.
Acknowledgments Funding was provided by National Institute of
Arthritis and Musculoskeletal and Skin Diseases (Grant No. R00
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